Demolitions
There have been many accusations that Israel unfairly demolishes Palestinian structures. It is
undeniably tragic when innocent families lose their homes, but the fact is that Israel does not
demolish buildings arbitrarily. Like all governments, Israel has zoning, municipal, and other laws
regulating construction. Like other countries around the world, Israel must sometimes enforce
these laws by demolishing illegally built structures.
Israel is a country ruled by law. Neither Jews nor Palestinians face unjust demolitions
without recourse to legal appeals.


Demolitions occur only after Israel gives fair warning and judicial oversight is completed. Owners and
residents are notified of demolition orders and told to contact the courts within 30 days. They are then
1
given an opportunity to appeal the demolition in court, a process which can take many years.
2
Palestinians have filed successful appeals on numerous occasions.

Jews are subject to the same regulations as Arabs.


Israel has demolished illegally built Jewish homes and structures on numerous occasions.



Israel demolished far more Jewish than Palestinian structures in Jerusalem between 1993 and 2001.



Arabs and Jews enjoy similar rates of approval for building permits in Jerusalem.
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Most demolitions of Palestinian structures occur because of illegal building.


Illegal building is a serious problem in East Jerusalem and the West Bank. There are 27,000-30,000
illegally built homes and structures in East Jerusalem alone, most of which have been left
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untouched.



The Palestinian Authority and Palestinian criminal organizations fund illegal building in the West Bank
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and East Jerusalem. They are the ones ultimately responsible when Israel demolishes their illegal
buildings.

Most structures that get demolished are not homes.


Even anti-Israel groups admit that only 35% of structures demolished between 2009 and 2012 were
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residences. Anti-Israel propagandists have been exposed for staging photographs of children
supposedly crawling through the ruins of their former homes, when in fact the demolished structures
9
were empty.

Some buildings are destroyed because Palestinian terrorists use civilian structures for
military purposes.


Hamas and its allies use homes, schools, mosques, and hospitals to hide arms-smuggling tunnels,
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store weapons, and fire rockets at Israeli civilians.



In 2002 terrorists in the Palestinian city of Jenin boasted that they had booby trapped over 50
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buildings and used houses as bomb-making factories.



Under international law, when a civilian structure is used for military purposes it becomes a legitimate
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military target.

Some homes were demolished because Israel built more modern homes for Palestinians.


Between 1967 and 1989 Israel sponsored the building of 2,686 new houses in the Gaza Strip.
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Israel does not demolish homes to get “living space” for Israelis.


Authorized Israeli communities in the West Bank were built on vacant, state land, or in a few cases,
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on land purchased from local Palestinians.

Israel does not demolish homes to punish Palestinians.


In the past Israel followed the British practice of demolishing the homes of terrorists who murdered
15
innocent civilians, with the goal of deterring future attacks. Israel officially ceased this policy in 2005.

Israel helps Palestinians build homes and obtain building permits.


In 2013 Israel announced a plan to build over 1,000 homes for Palestinians in the West Bank, invest
16
in infrastructure there, and retroactively legalize some illegal Palestinian buildings.



Israel has taken the increasing population of Palestinians in East Jerusalem into account and set
17
aside enough land to accommodate their housing needs through the year 2030.



The city of Jerusalem facilitates the permit process for Arab residents by providing free professional
18
assistance.



In 2012 Israeli settlers from Gush Etzion helped their Palestinian neighbors in the West Bank get
19
permits to expand and build 300 new homes.

Palestinian terrorists have destroyed thousands of Israeli homes, schools, and other
properties.


Palestinian and Arab wars against Israel since 1948 have caused enormous damage. Terrorists
20
have fired nearly 13,000 rockets at homes, schools, farms, and malls in southern Israel since 2001.



1,500 Israeli homes and buildings were destroyed or damaged by Palestinian rockets during
21
Operation Cast Lead. In 2012 Palestinian rockets caused “extensive damage to homes, businesses,
22
and vehicles.”

Israel’s neighbors demolish buildings regularly for urban planning and security reasons,
but this is rarely reported in the mainstream media.


Hamas, the terrorist group that rules Gaza, has demolished hundreds of Palestinian homes in recent
23
years to make way for other structures.



Egypt recently demolished homes along its border with Gaza in order to destroy the arms smuggling
24
tunnels hidden beneath them.
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